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Smugglers and the South West Coast Path
This is a cross-curriculum resource pack to support the study of local coastal
areas with reference to the subject of local smugglers. It provides opportunities
to study local history, with particular reference to the South West Coast Path and
in particular the south Devon area. This topic can fit within National Curriculum
objectives (see page 4 for more details) and could additionally be used to
support and give some context to the popular topic of ‘Pirates’.
This pack contains classroom sessions as well as activities that can be completed
on the Coast Path or in school grounds. These activities can be self-lead by
school and other groups. There are additional resources to use and to borrow on
our website, visit www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk/explorers.
For additional support on finding locations on the Coast Path and for using these
resources, please contact the Education Co-ordinator at the South West Coast
Path Association by email: coastpathexplorers@southwescoastpath.org.uk.

Cover photo credit: Anchorite’s Rock. Photographer Bruce Church, Ivybridge. Smugglers image credit: Look&Learn 2018
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Possible links in with how this issue relates to current day affairs such as tax
agreements between countries (for example China and USA). Investigation
into current smuggling issues such as the illegal wildlife trade (more
information: www.worldwildlife.org/threats/illegal-wildlife-trade).

PSHE
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Sea shanties: see website for a link to some good songs.

Activities in school grounds and walks on the Coast Path can be used as
stimulus for art projects and creating seascape pictures.

Music

Activities D,E and F are practical activities requiring children to work
together, assess risk and practice teamworking skills

Activity A is about drawing creatively and from imagination.
Activity E looks at using different materials in artwork.

Art

All Coast Path activities involve walking and so physical activity. These can
further be developed by the use of pedometers.

Activities D,E and F are practical activities, therefore helping children
to be able to be physically active for sustained periods of time, and
contribute to children leading healthy, active lives.

PE

Grid references – finding good caves, coves.
Compass points game (in Additional resources section).

Developing knowledge about the difference between pirates and
smugglers, further local studies on significant historical events, people and
places in their own locality.

Activities C & F introduce compass points and develop map skills, as well
as identifying coastal features.

Geography

Study of the habitats along the Coast Path (see website for resources on
adaptations of species – camouflage crabs and peregrine falcon).

All activities are linked to smuggling in the South West and so have
potential for developing knowledge of significant historical events, people
and places in their own locality.

Activity E: can be used to identify different materials

Science

Further potential for calculating and measuring distances on the Coast Path.

History

Activity C and F: co-ordinates and directions

Maths

Further potential for developing different types of writing – descriptions,
creative writing, instructions.
Poetry (see examples in Additional resource section).

Potential for developing role play by looking at different characters such
as smugglers, coastguards, local farmer etc.

All resources have application for developing spoken English skills. In
particular vocab and writing skills form the basis for Activity B, and
all practical activities (D,E,F) have potential for providing stimulus for
developing writing skills.

English

Potential additional activity

Drama

Activity in this pack

Cross referencing activities

Smugglers and the National Curriculum

Curriculum
area

1
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What is the South West Coast Path?
The South West Coast Path is a long distance footpath, known as a National Trail. It follows
the coastline of south-west England starting in Minehead in Somerset, along all of the coast in
Devon and Cornwall, and finishing in South Haven Point, Dorset.
Look out for the Acorn symbol along the coast which shows that you are on a National Trail.
In total there are 16 long distance walking trails in the country, (including Hadrian’s Wall).
The South West Coast Path is the longest National Trail and is 630 miles in length.
Walking the entire South West Coast Path is equivalent to scaling Mount Everest, the world’s
tallest mountain FOUR times as it includes 115,000 feet of ascent and descent. When
completing the South West Coast Path, you will need to cross 230 bridges, catch 13 ferries,
open (and close) 880 gates and climb over 436 stiles.
The South West Coast Path Association is the charity which protects and promotes the Coast
Path and works with the various local authorities and the National Trust along the Path to
do this. Visit our website www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk/learning-resources for some
introductory videos to the Path.
Some people walk or run the entire Coast Path, usually over a number of weekends and years,
averaging about 10/12miles a day. Other people just walk sections near where they live, or
on holiday, alone or with friends and family. Walking the Coast Path can be a great way to see
coastal wildlife, learn about the coast, and stay fit and healthy.
In May 2016, Damian Hall ran the entire South West Coast Path in the Fastest Known Time of
10 days, 15 hours and 18 minutes!
See overleaf for a map of the Coast Path.
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Map of the South West Coast Path

3

Smuggling and the South West Coast Path
The route of the South West Coast Path was used in the past by coastguards and excise
officers on the watch for smugglers. Right up until 1913 the whole length of the Path was
regularly patrolled by the coastguards in the constant struggle to apprehend lawbreakers.
They needed to be able to look down into every bay and cove and as a result, the Path
closely hugs the coast providing excellent views but it rarely is the most direct path
between two points.
Smuggling refers to the illegal movement of goods, often between countries, without
declaration to the authorities and so smugglers avoid paying taxes. In the UK, smuggling was
very prevalent in the 1700s, and went on through the 1800s, due to high taxes put on goods.
Goods such as tobacco, wine, brandy, tea, silk would come in on large boats from other
European countries and then be brought to shore by smaller boats and hidden in sea caves
and rocky gullies before being transported away, and then sold on the illegal ‘black market’.
This would need to be done without being spotted by the local coastguards, and so
often completed at night time. In one night, a smuggler could earn 6 or 7 times a farm
labourer’s wage.
In the 1700s, around 70,000 gallons of alcohol a year were being smuggled into the Plymouth
area. This is equivalent to over 300,000 litre bottles.
Lots of people were aware that smuggling was taking place but chose to not see it, or did not
believe it to be a crime. Some people thought it was a good practice because it kept prices of
goods down and other viewed smugglers as adventurers. Under the ‘Bloody Code’ (1723) the
government made smuggling a capital crime and being caught smuggling could result
in execution.

Pirates and Smugglers
Pirates traditionally were sailors who stole from other ships. They were mostly bandits and
thieves. Some pirates may have dabbled in smuggling goods if the money was good. Smugglers
on the otherhand paid for goods bought and generally were more accepted in society.
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Smuggling stories
There are many smuggling stories along the South West coast. One famous smuggler John
Rattenbury from Beer, Devon, wrote a diary of his exploits of smuggling which can be found
online. He was known as the ‘Rob Roy of the West’.
Place names on maps often give clues to local stories, and old uses of the area. There are
a number of pubs by the coast with names such as the Smugglers Arms, and a few tunnels
and beaches named after smuggling activity. For example, there is a cave on Burgh Island, off
Bigbury-on-Sea which is named after Tom Crocker, a local smuggler who used to spend time
on the island. Not only were the coves and caves important for bringing goods into shore, but
also the paths and ‘green lanes’ (old roads), were used to bring goods further inland to towns
and villages.
Other sources of information:
There are a number of local information sites with specific information about particular areas.
One good website for the village of Burton Bradstock: www.burtonbradstock.org.uk.
There are also some good works of fiction such as: Moonfleet by John Meade Faulkner and
Jim Davis by John Masefield.

Image of the Mewstone, island near Wembury, South Devon, famous for its smugglers
(see next page for details).
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Local example: the Mewstone island, near Wembury in South Devon
The Mewstone island was used as a look-out for smugglers, as it is in an ideal location to see
out to sea, and to see movements on land. In 1744, a local man found guilty of a minor crime,
was sent to stay on the island for seven years instead of going to prison. However, he decided
to stay on the island for the rest of his life, and married, and brought up children there.
His daughter, known as ‘Black Joan’, also stayed on the island. She was known as a smuggler,
and would act as a look-out, helping boats to arrive with goods such as brandy and tobacco.
Black Joan married and brought up three children on the island until her husband fell and died
on the rocks. Joan then moved to Looe in Cornwall and continued her smuggling life.
(See Additional resources for a poem about her).
By the early 1800s, a new family had moved in, Samuel Wakeham and his wife, Ann. They
were due to be transported to Australia and instead persuaded the police that they should
live on the Mewstone. The Wakehams cleared a garden to grow food and keep some animals.
The island was owned by the local Langdon estate and the family looked after rabbits for use
for meat and fur for the estate. Samuel also had a boat and would give local people trips on it.
He would tell people to wave their white handkerchiefs from the beach so that he knew they
wanted a trip somewhere.
But, unfortunately, Samuel too got involved with smuggling and got asked to leave the island.
No one has lived there since and the island is now a nature reserve, looked after by the
National Trust.
See Activity C for maps of this area or visit our website www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk/
wembury-resources for information about resources to use as well as an interactive trail
along the Coast Path near Wembury.
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Classroom activities

A. Introductory art activity
A good introductory activity to inspire children to use their creativity to develop
ideas around this topic.

IN PREPARATION
Print off the segment of the picture for each child (Resource A1).

STARTING QUESTIONS
What is the man carrying and why? Where is he looking? What is the wooden object? What
time of day is it? What is the boat in the background doing?

ACTIVITIES
Ask the children to draw the rest of this picture. The children can then discuss their pictures in
small groups or to the class. Compare drawings with the original (Resource A2).

FOLLOW-UP WORK
There are possibilities for follow-up literacy work including describing the scene and devising
stories which compliments this picture.

National Curriculum link:
History: significant historical events, people and places in their own locality.
Art: use drawing and painting to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination.
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A1

Cornish Smugglers

A2

Image credit: Look&Learn 2018
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B. Previewing vocabulary and creative writing activity
This activity could be used after Activity A, and B1 introduces key words about
smuggling. B2 can be used as a starter activity for a piece of creative writing.

IN PREPARATION
Print of the words (Resource B1), cut out and distribute. Print and copy the text of Resource
B2 for added vocabulary and more detailed writing.

STARTING QUESTIONS
B1: What are the meanings of the words? When might you use them? Write a sentence with
each word.
B2: Who are the boys? What is in barrels? Who are the men approaching?

ACTIVITIES
Children can discuss the meaning of the following words (B1) and make up sentences and
stories using them.
B2 can be used as a starting paragraph for a longer piece of creative story writing. Use Resource
B3 as a prompt to assist with the structure of the children’s writing. It can also be used to
identify different word types (adjectives etc) or to highlight the use of senses in writing.

FOLLOW-UP WORK
This work can be used as a stimuli for other types of writing such as diary entries, factual
accounts and newspaper articles.

National Curriculum link:
History: significant historical events, people and places in their own locality.
English: use relevant strategies to build their vocabulary, give well-structured descriptions,
explanations and narratives for different purposes, including for expressing feelings. Develop
positive attitudes towards and stamina for writing by writing narratives about fictional events
and writing for different purposes.
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Money
Luxury
Hidden
Dangerous
Waves
Caves
Lanterns
Contraband
B1
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The boys waited patiently as the man arrived to
unlock the cellar. They looked across to the sea at
the rising sun. Neither spoke. It was an event they
had witnessed from this exact spot a thousand
times. John flinched as the rusty iron lock let out
the first splitting screa m of the day. The cellar
door swung open. Even though the boys had been
coming here for many years, its da mp smell always
seemed to surprise them. They hurriedly fetched
the barrels that were hidden in the barn. Just as
they were lifting the barrels onto their backs, they
heard a noise from the road. Something was not
quite right this morning. Men were approaching.
They both stopped at almost exactly the sa me
moment. It was to be a day that neither would
forget for the rest of their lives.
B2
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To help you with your writing, consider the following:
Structure of the narrative
A series of events with an identifiable shape most commonly:
•	
Opening – how will the story start and the main characters be introduced?
How will the conflict that the main characters are involved in or the dilemma
they face be introduced?
•	
Build up – what are the events leading up to the main conflict?
•	
Climax – the main event or problem of the story;
•	
Resolution – what occurs to solve the problem or the dilemma the characters faced?
•	
Ending – Happy or sad? What have the characters learned and how have they
changed? What might happen next?
However, the writer can adapt this structure to achieve a specific effect e.g. the main character
looking back and reflecting on the past or the narrative beginning with the final event and then
going on to explain what led up to that event by moving back in time to tell the whole story.
Setting
The story is about something that has already happened in the past and includes accurate
background information about the period in which the story is set.
Characters
All may be fictional or some may be real while others are fictional.
Plot
The story is based on real events which are often mixed with fictional events.
Description
The accounts of people, events and places in the story are true to the historical period
and evocative, powerful and stimulating.
Dialogue
The words and phrases spoken by the characters are realistic and true to the knowledge
and likely ideas of people at that time period in history.
Language features
•	
Includes accurate historical detail to create the setting and make the story authentic;
• Uses the right kind of language (including archaic words and phrases) when characters
speak to one another;
• Unfamiliar historical information or language used by the writer is explained to the reader
perhaps through the use of a glossary;
• Connectives to show changes in time or place and the sequence of events;
• Use of powerful verbs in sentences;
• Written normally in first person and the past tense.
16
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B3

C. Working with maps
This activity introduces maps of local coastal areas and allows children to
identify different features. It can be used as a follow-up activity to Activity A,
B or D, so that smuggler’s routes and hiding locations can be identified on
the maps.

IN PREPARATION
Print off the map and aerial photograph (C1 and 2). Bring in a few examples of different maps
(from leaflets, satnav, OS maps) so that children can see different scales, sizes and style of
maps. Visit www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk/learning-resources to download a key for
OS maps.

STARTING QUESTIONS
What is a map? Birds eye view of the world, representation of the world around up, simplified
by use of symbols.
What is the purpose of a map? They can help; so we don’t get lost, so we know how long our
journey will take, so we know what the landscape and features around us will be like, so we
can work out the best or quickest route.
Who uses maps? Anyone planning a journey. Smugglers for identifying safe routes to travel.

ACTIVITIES
Look at the map and aerial photograph of the Coast Path, and start by matching up the
images, identifying features (such as cliffs, field boundaries, villages) and become familiar
with the different symbols.
With regards to smugglers, ask the children to identify suitable locations for: coastguards to
use for looking out along the coastline, locations for bringing boats into the coast without
being seen, routes for moving contraband around. Work out the co-ordinates for these
locations.
Look at the compass points on the map, what is the purpose of this?
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FOLLOW-UP WORK
Go for a treasure hunt in the school garden. Hide items for the children to collect, using a
map of the area. Use the map to make up stories linking in with the words and the writing.
Make a simple map of the classroom, or school ground area (using the templates in
Additional Resources in this pack).
To help learn about compass points, use the templates of a compass (see Additional
Resources in this pack) for matching up activities.

National Curriculum link:
History: significant historical events, people and places in their own locality.
Geography: use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key physical features, including: beach,
cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil, valley, vegetation, season and weather
and key human features, including: city, town, village, factory, farm, house, office, port, harbour
and shop. Use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic
human and physical features; devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key.
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Aerial photograph of Wembury, Devon
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Coast Path and outdoors activities
D. Smugglers travelling by night
A sensory activity using blindfolds and communication skills.

IN PREPARATION
You will need enough blindfolds for each pair in the group to have one.
You can purchase blindfolds or alternatively use scarves or scrap material.

STARTING QUESTIONS
What is the role of a coastguard? The Coast Path was originally used by
coastguards, patrolling, looking out for smugglers, and keeping watch over
ships that might be getting into trouble on the rocks. Smugglers would be
trying to smuggle good such as brandy or lace into local towns and villages.
If you were a smuggler, how would you avoid being caught by the
coastguard?

ACTIVITY
Get the children to imagine that they are a smuggler, transporting their loot at night time.
How easy would this be? Working in pairs, with one blindfold between the two. Ensure the
person who is blindfolded is on the inland side of the path with the person leading on the
seaward side. The leader should have one hand on the blind-person’s shoulder and hold their
hand in the right hand, and give directions and encouragement along an identified piece of
Coast Path or area within the school grounds. Swap over at a designated spot.
H&S: Keep an eye out for other users of the Path, and dog faeces. Sensible behaviour is
required on uneven ground as there are possible slips, trips and falls.

FOLLOW-UP WORK
Discuss how it felt to be lead blindfolded. Use this as stimulus for creative writing about
adventures at night time or the use of different senses.

National Curriculum link:
English: spoken language. Listening and responding appropriately to adults and peers.
PSHE: managing risks, team-working, physical activity.
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E. Creating sticky maps
A collecting activity to be completed along a journey. This is an
adaptation of a journey stick activity, and gets the children thinking
about alternative ways of mapping a route.

IN PREPARATION
You will need card with a strip of double-sided sticky tape down the
middle for each child.

STARTING QUESTIONS
Who uses maps? Maps are useful tools for helping to find your way in the
countryside and along the Coast Path.
What did people use before maps? People in countries all over the world use journey sticks to
tell the story of their travels and attach items along the way to remind themselves of different
features of their journey so that they can re-create their journey at another time.

ACTIVITY
Starting at one end of the double-sided tape, peel back and stick on items from your journey
along the Coast Path or another route. Ensure that small items are picked and no living
creatures are added. The objects can be natural, such as leaves and seaweed, as well as
man-made. The objects can represent sights, sounds and smells.
H&S: Remind children of safety guidelines of picking up objects. Watch out for brambles,
gorse, nettles and dog faeces.

FOLLOW-UP WORK
Use the sticky map as a prompt for written work of their journey. Get the children to explain
their journey to someone who didn’t go on it. Have a discussion about litter and plastics if
these have been added.

National Curriculum link:
Science: everyday materials - identifying and naming a variety of every day materials, including
wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock.
Art: to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products.
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F. Using maps
An introduction to using a map to go on a journey, using the idea of finding
smuggled goods or treasure as the focus.

IN PREPARATION
Print off or create a simple map of your area. The map will be used to track a journey and to find
objects (possible stamp sets or treasure). For locations along the Coast Path, Resource F1 shows
an OS map of the Bovisands area, and F2 shows a simplified map of the same area which might
be more appropriate for younger groups.
Contact coastpathexplorers@southwestcoastpath.org.uk for help with obtaining maps of the
Coast Path, if needed.

STARTING QUESTIONS
What would you need to take with you on a trip to the Coast Path? Water, food, clothing, map
and compass.
What is the purpose of a map? They can help; so we don’t get lost, so we know how long our
journey will take, so we know what the landscape and features around us will be like, so we can
work out the best or quickest route.

ACTIVITIES
Start by getting the children to orientate the map to their current surroundings. On the Coast
Path, this is relatively easy as it means ensuring that the location of the sea matches up to its
place on the map. Emphasise about maintaining the map in this position. Discuss other features
on the map, pointing to their locations on the map and in the surroundings.
Set the group the task of finding specified locations on the map. This can be combined with
hidden notes (see Resource F3) or finding treasure at a set location (see Resource F3), or being
set another task.
See additional resources on www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk/explorers for more details of
using the rubbings trail at Wembury, which has existing posts, and maps to go with this.
H&S: Ensure children are suitably dressed for outdoor activity, and check the local area for
potential hazards.

FOLLOW-UP WORK
The journeys or items found can be used to inspire creative stories. Further map creation in
the classroom could be completed in the classroom such as children’s journeys to school.
Directional map skills can be reinforced by using the Compass Points template (see Additional
resources section).
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National Curriculum link:
English: Spoken Language - listen and respond appropriately to adults and their peers, ask
relevant questions to extend their understanding and knowledge, speak audibly and fluently with
an increasing command of Standard English, participate in discussions.
Human and Physical Geography: use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key physical
features, including: beach, cliff, coast, forest, hill, mountain, sea, ocean, river, soil, valley,
vegetation, season and weather.
Geographical Skills and Fieldwork: use simple compass directions (North, South, East and West)
and locational and directional language to describe the location of features and routes on a
map, use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic human and
physical features; devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key.
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Sketch map of Bovisands area
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Examples of notes to use

The Coastguards are on our backs,
We need to be making tracks
Use the map, and with some measure
You will find the treasure
We are nearing to the sea
To the coast path merrily,
Hoping it won’t be a bind,
Follow the path and you will find,
Something for your stomach to fill,
And help you to go up the hill.
This refers to finding treasure (chocolate coins).

F3
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Examples of notes to use

...continued

Example of treasure basket to be found
This can include treasure (chocolate coins are always a winner) or give the children something to
do or find in exchange for some treasure.

Example of note to be found with added task of estimating distances:

The Coastguards are on our backs,
We need to be making tracks
By the sign for Clitters Wood,
Keep along straight as you should
250 metres, by the wall
The clue for your next call
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Additional resources
Contents
Template for map creation (landscape)

30

Template for map creation (portrait)
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Rudyard Kipling poem
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Ballad of Black-Hearted Joan
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Compass points template (1)
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Compass points template (2)
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Smugglers Song

by Rudyard Kipling

If you wake at midnight, and hear a horse’s feet,
Don’t go drawing back the blind, or looking in the street,
Them that asks no questions isn’t told a lie.
Watch the wall, my darling, while the Gentlemen go by!
Five-and-twenty ponies,
Trotting through the dark - Brandy for the Parson,
‘Baccy for the Clerk;
Laces for a lady; letters for a spy,
And watch the wall, my darling, while the Gentlemen go by!
Running round the woodlump if you chance to find
Little barrels, roped and tarred, all full of brandy-wine;
Don’t you shout to come and look, nor take ‘em for your play;
Put the brushwood back again, - and they’ll be gone next day!
If you see the stable-door setting open wide;
If you see a tired horse lying down inside;
If your mother mends a coat cut about and tore;
If the lining’s wet and warm - don’t you ask no more!
If you meet King George’s men, dressed in blue and red,
You be careful what you say, and mindful what is said.
If they call you ‘pretty maid,’ and chuck you ‘neath the chin,
Don’t you tell where no one is, nor yet where no one’s been!
Knocks and footsteps round the house - whistles after dark You’ve no call for running out till the house-dogs bark.
Trusty’s here, and Pincher’s here, and see how dumb they lie They don’t fret to follow when the Gentlemen go by!
If you do as you’ve been told, likely there’s a chance
You’ll be give a dainty doll, all the way from France,
With a cap of Valenciennes, and a velvet hood A present from the Gentlemen, along o’ being good!
Five-and-twenty ponies,
Trotting through the dark Brandy for the Parson,
‘Baccy for the Clerk.
Them that asks no questions isn’t told a lie Watch the wall, my darling, while the Gentlemen go by!
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The Ballad of Black-Hearted Joan
by Laura Quigley

She was black-hearted Joan,
Born on the Mew-stone,
The tor-splinter stuck in the bay,
That ships sailed around
As they entered the Sound,
Or were wrecked by Joan’s Dad on the way.

There on the strand
Was a shadowy man,
Muskets loaded, ready to greet them.
Rob asked his new love,
“D’you know that sea-dog,
Were you expecting to meet him?”

He’d been forced to reside
On that desolate isle,
Though his actual crime is unknown,
But banished for life
With his child and his wife.
His revenge would be black-hearted Joan.

“That’s my Dad, Finn,
Did I not mention him?
He’ll be asking you for your intentions.
And he’ll none be too happy,
you’re sat on his brandy.
Best you hide before he asks any questions.

On salvage and tide,
Joan grew very wild,
In men’s boots and smoking a pipe.
The Law Men despised
The scandalous child,
Who could beat any man in a fight.

Rob slipped from the boat,
But struggled to float,
Battling to keep his head above water.
Exhausted from rowing,
He saw Finn approaching
Shouting advice to his daughter:

One bitter cold night
Joan’s family took flight,
As armed men invaded their home
And shot Joan’s mother dead.
The Law Men declared:
“We’ll hear no more of black-hearted Joan.”

“Well done my sweet
That’s your third one this week!
Now best you make sure that he’s dead.”
Her eyes flashed a storm.
Like thunder, she roared,
And smashed the oar down on Rob’s head.

Until….

“You can’t let me die,”
Came Rob’s last feeble cry.
“Please sir, I did nothing wrong.”
“Nor did I,” Finn replied.
“So you tell me why,
I was banished for life,
Watched them kill my wife,
Alone and reviled,
I raised our dear child.
After what law men done,
They’ll get what’s to come,
‘Cos she’ll kill every one.

Customs Officer Rob,
First day on the job,
Hunting smugglers beyond the Sound.
He found a small boat,
That was barely afloat,
And the woman aboard nearly drowned.
As she swooned in his arms,
He fell for her charms,
And agreed to help her to shore.
As he set out to row
The boat was heavy and low.
He struggled to pull on the oars.

Raised from Mew-stone,
Of salt-flesh, granite-bone,
She’ll forever be known as
Black-hearted Joan.”

Note: Black Joan’s father really was sentenced to live on the Mewstone with his family, including baby Joan. As she grew older, she became the nemesis of the
local authorities and moved with her brother to Looe Island where, as a family of smugglers, they led the local Customs Officers a merry dance. Joan was quite
the seductress and famously tricked one Customs Officer into rowing her smuggled goods ashore for her.
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Compass Points
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About this resource pack
This resource pack forms part of the South West Coast Path Association’s Coast Path Explorers
project, an outreach programme aimed at getting more schools, families and young people
exploring the Coast Path.
The South West Coast Path Association is a registered charity working to protect and conserve
the 630 mile Coast Path to give us all the opportunity to improve our health in the great
outdoors. We work to ensure the Path is one of the best walks in the world and protect it for
all to enjoy.
The project has been kindly funded by individual donations and grant funding. These include:
The Steel Charitable Trust, the ATASS Foundation, 29th May 1961 Charitable Trust,
Ernest Cook Trust and Awards for All.

Feedback on the resources would be gratefully received. Please get in contact
coastpathexplorers@southwestcoastpath.org.uk
For more resources, including maps and spotters sheets, please visit the website
www.southwestcoastpath.org.uk/explorers

All photos are credited to SWCPA unless otherwise stated.
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